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In food packaging applications, the oxygen barrier and resistance to oil and grease are
essential properties of the packaging. The barrier performance of fibre-based packages needs
to be improved with a coating, which is typically a fossil-based plastic. However, the demand
for packaging made from more sustainable sources has been driving the development of
bio-based coatings and especially of cellulosic materials for barrier materials.
Coatings and films consisting of methyl nanocellulose, hydrophobically modified
ethyl(hydroxyethyl)cellulose (EHEC) and microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) were
prepared. The temperature dependence and the interaction between the components in
solution were investigated with rheological measurements. The film formation and barrier
properties of the self-supporting films and coatings were investigated with surface
imaging, wetting and liquid spreading and surface energy measurements and by
measuring the oxygen transmission rate and the oil and grease resistance of the materials.
The paperboard substrates were blade-coated but foam coating was also used to create
thin coating layers on paper prepared with different levels of smoothness and
hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity.
The interaction between the components was observed as changes in initial viscosity and
in cloud point and gelation temperature, but also in the transparency of the films and in
the oxygen barrier properties. In some cases, at elevated temperatures, air bubbles were
formed in the cast films, but the air bubbles did not affect the oxygen transmission rate
through the films. Cast films and methyl nanocellulose-based coatings were found to have
a high resistance to oil and grease, but the spreading of the oil on the samples varied
significantly suggesting that methyl nanocellulose and hydrophobically modified EHEC
change the wettability of the surface. Even the low coat weights achieved with foam
coating were able to make the surface more hydrophobic or to increase the oil repellence.
Creasing and folding of the coated substrates reduced the oil and grease resistance, but
the addition of MFC to the coating composition seemed to improve the ability of the
coating to resist cracking during converting. Post-drying of the methyl nanocellulose
coating and conditioning of the methyl nanocellulose-EHEC coating at high relative
humidity did not reduce the oil and grease resistance.
Keywords: coating, film formation, foam, oil and grease resistance, oxygen barrier
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Packaging materials are often coated to improve their ability to act as a barrier to the
transmission of oxygen, water or liquids, water vapour and grease or to achieve a better
substrate for printing. Plastics are often used for coating the paper or paperboard due to
their low cost and good barrier properties (Hubbe et al. 2017; Helanto et al. 2019), but
the environmental concerns and a shift towards a circular economy have been driving the
development of new coating materials to replace the fossil-based coating materials.
Recently more bio-based polymers have been investigated for coating paper or
paperboard and high oxygen barrier and grease resistance have been achieved in several
studies. Cellulosic materials, such as nano- or microfibrillated cellulose (NFC, MFC),
have been studied as barrier materials due to the dense network which they form during
dewatering and drying (Syverud and Stenius 2009; Lavoine et al. 2012; Österberg et al.
2013). Due to its renewability, recyclability, strength and unique barrier properties,
nanocellulose has been of interest in films and coatings in several studies.
Biodegradability and compostability without the formation of harmful degradation
products are also important features of nanocellulose coatings as a replacement for fossilbased plastics (Vikman et al. 2015; Hubbe et al. 2017). A nanocellulose or
microfibrillated cellulose coating has been found to provide a high oxygen barrier under
dry conditions, which is an important feature in food packaging applications. The
practical applications, however, often require that the barrier properties do not deteriorate
at high relative humidity, and this means that the sensitivity of the hydrophilic MFC to
water must be reduced, for example by modification of the MFC or using different coating
compositions (Aulin et al. 2010; Spence et al. 2011).
A barrier layer can be created by coating or by preparing a self-supporting film. Extrusion
coating is mainly used with fossil-based plastics, and with polymers reinforced with
nanocellulose, but dispersion coating enables more bio-based coating components to be
used. Unmodified or modified MFC and NFC have been utilized alone or as components
of films or of coating solutions to create a barrier layer (Aulin et al. 2010; Hult et al. 2010;
Lavoine et al. 2013; Kumar et al. 2016), but the use of novel nanocellulose materials or
their combinations with other cellulosic materials as coating components have been less
studied.
Recently, interest in foam forming in papermaking has increased and the use of MFC in
foam coating has also been investigated (Kenttä et al. 2014; Kinnunen-Raudaskoski et al.
2014; Korehei et al. 2016; Kinnunen-Raudaskoski et al. 2017; Koponen et al. 2018). In
general, foam coating is a method where a gas acts as a carrier for the coating material
and transfers it between the bubbles onto the substrate (Kinnunen-Raudaskoski et al.
2014) and reduces the wetting of the substrate (Anderson 1977).
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1.2 Objective of the study
Nanocellulose films and coatings can provide good barrier properties, but they often
require the use of process or performance additives to be able, for example, to improve
the stability and runnability of high-speed processes. As a consequence, the effect on the
end product performance of such additives and of possible defects or for example the
intentional or unintentional entrapment of air in the coating solutions or coatings must be
clarified.
The aim of the work described in this thesis was to investigate cellulose-based, twocomponent formulations consisting of methyl nanocellulose, hydrophobically modified
ethyl(hydroxyethyl)cellulose (EHEC) or native MFC. The modified nanocellulose or
hydrophobically modified EHEC could have a good compatibility with MFC, but there
may also be a temperature-dependent effect which could affect the process and the
properties of the end product.
The role of additives and the temperature-sensitivity of the coating solutions and film
formation were investigated. The interaction between the components and their
temperature dependence were studied by determining the rheological properties of the
solutions as a function of temperature, and the effect of concentration on the rheological
properties of the pure solutions was also studied. The effect of the nanocellulose and
cellulose derivatives on the foaming and foam properties were studied with viscosity,
gravimetric water retention and foam stability measurements.
Cast films were prepared from the components in different ratios and dried at different
temperatures in order to evaluate the effect of drying on the film formation and barrier
properties. Solutions consisting of methyl nanocellulose, hydrophobically modified
EHEC and MFC were prepared in order to clarify the role of additives in the coating
composition on the film-forming and barrier properties. In addition, the role of using foam
coating in creating thin coating layers on the substrate was evaluated. The mechanical
durability and the role of co-additives in coatings subjected to creasing and folding was
also studied. The film-formation was evaluated with scanning electron microscope
(SEM), contact angle and barrier measurements.
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2 Microfibrillated cellulose
Cellulose nanomaterials are renewable and sustainable materials produced by the
disintegration of fibres into micro- or nanoscale dimensions. Depending on the
preparation and pretreatment methods, microfibrillated cellulose can have diameter in
both nanoscale and microscale (< 10 µm). Its rheological, strength and film-forming
properties enable MFC to be used as reinforcement materials in composites or packaging
materials, and in coatings and films. (Siró and Plackett 2010; Lavoine et al. 2012; Osong
et al. 2016, Ciftci et al. 2020).

2.1 Native microfibrillated cellulose
During the preparation of MFC, cellulose fibres are disintegrated into smaller dimensions,
but MFC has relatively wide size distribution (Ciftci et al. 2020). Figure 2.1. shows the
dimensions and fibrillar structure of the MFC and fibre fragments.

Figure 2.1: Microfibrillated cellulose and fibre fragments.

The reduction in particle size in the preparation of MFC leads to an increase in the
viscosity of the fibre suspension. MFC forms a highly viscous gel already at low
concentrations, due to the strong network formed as a result of entanglements between
the fibrils in the MFC suspension (Pääkkö et al. 2007). An MFC suspension is shearthinning, due to the breakdown of the flocs under shear so that the individual fibres
become orientated in the flow direction leading to a decrease in viscosity. A small peak
in the viscosity curve at shear rates between 10 and 100 s-1 is a common feature of a MFC
suspension, and it has been suggested that this is due to an increase in the floc size and
size distribution (Iotti et al. 2011; Karppinen et al. 2012; Hiltunen et al. 2018). At shear
rates above 100 000 s-1, a 1 wt-% MFC suspension has shown dilatant behaviour and this
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limits its utilization for high shear coating applications (Lavoine et al. 2012). The
rheological behaviour of an MFC suspension is affected, for example, by the dimension
of the fibrils, the solids content and the temperature (Pääkkö et al. 2007; Iotti et al. 2011).
MFC has a high specific surface area and a high aspect ratio (Xhanari et al. 2011). The
large specific surface area increases its ability to form hydrogen bonds and this, with the
high aspect ratio, increases its strength properties (Pääkkö et al. 2007; Nair et al. 2014).
In addition, its high water retention capacity has been attributed to the large specific
surface area and plays an important role for example in coating processes. The waterholding capacity of MFC when a suspension at low concentration is applied to a substrate
requires a high drying capacity. Achieving an adequate and uniform coating layer is
challenging due to the high viscosity and high water retention properties of MFC at low
concentrations. (Lavoine et al. 2012; Kumar et al. 2014).
The crystallinity of MFC is relatively high, and this is beneficial for its barrier-forming
properties. The dense network and the crystalline regions of MFC hinder the penetration
of molecules such as oxygen through the MFC film (Syverud and Stenius 2009; Lavoine
et al. 2012; Österberg et al. 2013), although the barrier properties may be affected by
pores formed in the film between the fibrils during drying (Aulin et al. 2010; Lavoine et
al. 2012).
Due to the hydrophilic character of cellulose, MFC is sensitive to water, and the cellulose
network in the MFC film is loosened at higher relative humidities due to a weakening of
the hydrogen bonds leading to a deterioration in the barrier properties. (Herrera et al.
2017; Solala et al. 2018). In addition, the amorphous regions in cellulose absorb water
and the water vapour transmission rate (WVTR) of the MFC film is high (Aulin et al.
2010; Tammelin et al. 2015) and MFC is therefore a poor or only moderate water vapour
barrier. An increase in the degree of crystallinity can improve the barrier properties at a
higher relative humidity, since the crystalline regions are impermeable to water. (Herrera
et al. 2017; Solala et al. 2018). In practical applications, the material must preserve its
barrier properties at high relative humidities, and this requires a modification of the
cellulosic materials.

2.2 Modified microfibrillated cellulose
To increase the fibrillation and enhance the barrier properties, a pre-treatment with e.g.
TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl)-oxidation (Fukuzumi et al. 2009) or
carboxymethylation (Aulin et al. 2010; Minelli et al. 2010) can be used. In addition, crosslinking (Herrera et al. 2017), the use of a coating or filler (Spence et al. 2011) or postcuring have been proposed for the modification of MFC.
In TEMPO-mediated oxidation, the surface of the cellulose is modified, and the
crystallinity of the material remains unchanged. This leads to a smaller fibril diameter
compared to native MFC and the films prepared from TEMPO-oxidized MFC are
transparent and enhance the gas barrier of the MFC films. (Fukuzumi et al. 2009; Lavoine

2.2 Modified microfibrillated cellulose
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et al. 2012), although the wettability of the TEMPO-oxidized MFC is increased. The
adsorption of a cationic surfactant on the TEMPO-mediated oxidized nanofibrils or
treating the TEMPO-oxidized film with a cationic alkyl ketene dimer has been found to
increase the hydrophobicity and thus reduce the wettability (Fukuzumi et al. 2009; Isogai
et al. 2011; Xhanari et al. 2011).
The hydrophobicity of MFC can be increased through a surface modification such as
esterification, where hydrophobic moieties are introduced into the hydroxyl groups in the
surface and crystalline regions remain unchanged. (Rodionova et al. 2011; Rodionova et
al. 2013; Sehaqui et al. 2013; Vuoti et al. 2013). The hydrophobization affects the water
absorption of the MFC film more than the WVTR value. This can be seen for example as
an increase in the contact angle of water or as a reduction in the water uptake. Some
increase in pore size can be observed after hydrophobic modification and the pore volume
in the film probably affects the WVTR value. (Rodionova et al. 2011; Sehaqui et al. 2013;
Solala et al. 2018). The surface modification can also create a better compatibility with
non-polar polymers and thus the ability to use MFC as a reinforcement in composites
(Andersen et al. 2006; Rodionova et al. 2011).

2.2.1

Methyl nanocellulose

Methylcellulose is known as a thermoresponsive cellulose derivative, showing a reduced
solubility and gelation at elevated temperatures, although it is soluble in water at lower
temperatures (Kamitakahara et al. 2008; Arvidson et al. 2013).
Methyl nanocellulose is a water-soluble amphiphilic polymer and can be prepared from
methylcellulose through a cleavage process. The methyl nanocellulose has a low viscosity
and small particle size (particle diameter 250 nm). It also has a low surface tension and
thus forms foam and could be used as a surfactant (Jin 2017; Innotech Materials).
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The solubility of cellulose in water can be modified through derivatization, where the
structure of the hydroxyl groups of cellulose is chemically modified. Modification with
hydrophilic functional groups increases the solubility of cellulose whereas the
introduction of hydrophobic groups can be used to adjust, for example, intra and
intermolecular associations and temperature dependence. The solubility of many
cellulose derivatives decreases with increasing temperature due to hydrophobic groups in
the polymer, and because polymer-polymer interactions via hydrophobic groups become
favourable due to the increase in temperature. Derivatization can also be utilized to
modify the strength and barrier properties of films and the rheological properties of the
solutions. (Karlson et al. 2000; Jain et al. 2013; Paunonen 2013).
Water-soluble cellulose derivates such as carboxymethylcellulose (CMC),
hydroxypropyl cellulose, methylcellulose and ethyl(hydroxyethyl)cellulose (EHEC) can
be utilized in various applications such as surfactants, and in food and paints as emulsionstabilizers and rheology-modifiers. Methylcellulose and hydrophobically modified
EHEC have an amphiphilic character, containing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
groups, which give them surfactant-like properties. Surface-active polymers orientate in
a manner similar to that of surfactants, where the hydrophilic parts of the polymer are
towards the water and the hydrophobic parts away from the water and they are thus able
to increase the stability of dispersed systems. Hydrophobically modified EHEC is
effective already at low concentrations since the polymer adheres to interfaces and
surfaces. (Karlson et al. 2000; Wei et al. 2008; Jain et al. 2013; Kronberg et al. 2014).
Cellulose is also considered to be an amphiphilic polymer due to its high hydrophilicity
and its insolubility in water due to internal hydrogen bonding (Lindman et al. 2010).

3.1 Methylcellulose
Methylcellulose has been used widely in pharmaceutical and food applications due to its
ability to form a transparent and flexible film with a good barrier to lipids and oxygen
(Fairglouch et al. 2012; Jain et al. 2013). The solubility of the thermoresponsive
methylcellulose in water is high at low temperatures, but it forms a gel at elevated
temperatures. Methylcellulose has an uneven distribution of methyl groups and thus
contains both hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts. The degree of substitution affects the
solubility. The hydrophilic parts enhance the solubility in water, but at elevated
temperatures, association occurs between hydrophobic groups, leading to a gelation of
the methylcellulose solution. (Kamitakahara et al. 2008; Arvidson et al. 2013; Jain et al.
2013).
Gelation at elevated temperatures is characteristic of methylcellulose and there are a few
hypotheses describing the mechanism of gel formation. At lower temperatures, the water
molecules surround the polymer in aqueous solution, but at elevated temperatures the
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hydrogen bonds are weakened, and this facilitates the association of hydrophobic methyl
groups in the polymer to form a network (Fairclough et al. 2012; Arvidson et al. 2013).

3.2 Ethyl(hydroxyethyl)cellulose
Ethyl(hydroxyethyl)cellulose (EHEC) is a nonionic cellulose derivative. An aqueous
EHEC solution starts to separate into two phases, polymer-rich and polymer-poor, and
becomes cloudy when it is heated to a certain temperature, referred to as the cloud point.
Clouding of the EHEC solution is due to the intermolecular association via small amounts
of hydrophobic groups in the EHEC polymer. (Carlsson et al. 1986; Nyström et al. 1995;
Thuresson and Lindman 1997).
The EHEC and anionic surfactant interact via hydrophobic groups and this affects the
rheological behaviour of the solution. The amount of surfactant and surfactant type added
to the EHEC solution and solids content of the solution affect the rheological properties.
The addition of surfactant is known to increase the viscosity upon heating and this
thermoreversible gelation leads to the formation of a transparent gel (Nyström et al. 1996;
Thuresson and Lindman 1997; Wang et al.1997). The interaction between the surfactant
and EHEC can be characterized by e.g. viscosity, oscillatory and cloud point
measurements (Nyström et al. 1995; Thuresson and Lindman 1997; Kjøniksen et al.
1998).

3.3 Hydrophobically modified ethyl(hydroxyethyl)cellulose
Water-soluble cellulose derivatives can be modified to achieve different degrees of
hydrophobicity. To increase the hydrophobicity of EHEC, hydrophobic side groups can
be grafted to the EHEC backbone. The length of the hydrophobic group affects the cloud
point of the hydrophobically modified EHEC, since the association occurs via
hydrophobic groups and the cloud point is reduced with an increasing hydrophobicity. As
a result of the hydrophobic modification, the viscosity increases due to its self-associative
behaviour through the hydrophobic parts, especially at elevated temperatures (Thuresson
and Lindman 1997; Karlson et al. 2000). The increase in viscosity is evident in dilute
solutions since the network is formed already at low concentrations, but the association
is weak and the flocs are broken easily, so that the viscosity decreases when the solution
is sheared (Kronberg et al. 2014).
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4 Interactions in polymer and nanocellulose solutions
The use of MFC and NFC as reinforcement in both biodegradable and non-biodegradable
composites and blends has shown a growing interest. The tendency for native MFC or
NFC to form hydrogen bonds between fibrils gives the MFC or NFC film its strength
properties (Siró and Plackett 2010), although the hydrophilicity restricts its compatibility
with non-polar components (Wang et al. 2018). Modification of MFC or NFC improves
the compatibility, but this can cause a weakening of the strength properties of the fibrils
(Eronen et al. 2011).

4.1 Association and adsorption
The phase behaviour of two polymers in aqueous solution depends on the interaction
between the polymers. Hydrophobically modified cellulose derivatives are associative
and they can form either intramolecular or intermolecular bonds. Intramolecular
association occurs mostly at low concentrations. Intermolecular association occurs
between molecules and creates a network and is probably the cause of the increase in
viscosity, although the degree of substitution and the distribution of the hydrophobic
groups in the polymer also affect the viscosity. (Winnik and Yekta 1997; Karlson et al.
2000). The polymer-MFC interaction in a non- polar polymer matrix is weak due to the
hydrophilic nature of MFC but it can be enhanced for example by the surface modification
of MFC or by the addition of a surfactant (Salas et al. 2014).
Phase separation can occur in a polymer solution as either an associative or a segregative
phase separation. An associative phase separation occurs when there are strong attractive
forces between polymers of opposite charge and this type of phase separation can also be
observed with hydrophobic polymers, especially at elevated temperatures. (Kronberg et
al. 2014). A segregative phase separation is an undesirable phenomenon and is typical for
non-aqueous solutions but is also observed with nonionic polymers in water. When there
are repulsive forces between two polymers, the solution containing the polymers
separates into two phases, one containing one of the polymer and the other containing the
other polymer. For example, hydrophobically modified EHEC and its unmodified
analogue in aqueous solution do not associate and they show this kind of phase separation.
(Thuresson and Lindman 1997; Nilsson et al. 2000).
The interaction between EHEC or hydrophobically modified EHEC and surfactants and
its effect on phase behaviour has been studied widely. Surfactants are adsorbed onto the
hydrophobic parts of EHEC, and the association between EHEC and an anionic surfactant
leads to an increase in viscosity, since the association between polymer chains becomes
stronger. The cloud point temperature increases when the surfactant binding to the
polymer is high, and less surfactant binding is observed as a reduction in cloud point
temperature. The addition of a large amount of surfactant to the solution breaks the
intermolecular bonds, and intramolecular associations are formed, which is evident as a
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decrease in the viscosity. (Thuresson et al. 1995; Thuresson and Lindman 1997; Olsson
et al. 2005).

4.1.1

Adsorption onto solid surfaces and association in solutions

It has been suggested that the interaction between cellulose derivatives and native
nanocellulose occurs via hydrophilic groups, or via hydrophobic groups in the case of the
amphiphilic native cellulose (Eronen et al. 2011). The interaction via hydrophilic groups
requires an uneven distribution of substituted groups on the cellulose derivative in order
to achieve an adsorption of cellulose derivative onto the cellulose (Sundman 2014). This
kind of interaction has been suggested to occur between hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
(HPMC) and cellulose whiskers or MFC (Bilbao-Sainz et al. 2011; Larsson et al. 2012)
and methylcellulose and cellulose nanocrystals or nanocellulose (Khan et al. 2010;
McKee et al. 2014). However, the hydrogen bonding has been questioned especially in
the case of methylcellulose. The interaction was affected by the surface morphology, the
substituent type and the degree of substitution when the adsorption of cellulose
derivatives onto cellulose surfaces was investigated. (Sundman 2014). In addition, the
binding between hydroxypropyl methylcellulose and MFC was found to lead to a
decrease in permeability of the films, and it was suggested that HPMC may gel and block
the pores in the MFC film (Larsson et al. 2012).

4.1.2

Effects of pH, salt and polymer concentration on the interaction

The interaction between flocs in the MFC suspension decreases at a high pH and the
network structure is loosened, which can be seen as a decrease in viscosity under low
shear (Saarikoski et al. 2015). The addition of carboxymethylcellulose to cellulose
nanofibrils in aqueous solution reduces the interaction between the fibrils and breaks up
the fibril flocs, leading to fibril orientation and a reduction in both loss and storage moduli
(Pahimanolis et al. 2013).
Electrolyte concentration and the type of electrolyte are known to influence the properties
in solution of both nanocellulose and amphiphilic polymers. In the case of an amphiphilic
polymer, both anionic and cationic ions influence the solution properties and cloud point.
When phase separation occurs, the polymer phase has the higher salt content. The effect
of an electrolyte depends on the electrolyte type. For example, sodium chloride (NaCl) in
the solution makes it more polar and facilitates phase separation. The bonding between
water and salt increases and the hydrophobic interactions in the polymer thus become
stronger. This is observed as a decrease in the gelation and cloud point temperatures.
(Carlsson et al. 1986; Nyström et al. 1996; Xu et al. 2004; Khuman et al. 2014).
The concentration of polymer affects the gelation and cloud point temperatures of
methylcellulose and hydrophobically modified EHEC. In general, this is due to a greater
number of molecules in the solution, which are closer to each other and able to more
easily interact via hydrophobic groups, when the temperature increases. In the case of
surfactant, its concentration in the polymer solution also affects the cloud point.
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(Arvidson et al. 2012; Nyström et al. 1996). The addition of cellulose nanocrystals at
different amounts to methylcellulose has also been found to increase the gel stiffness
(McKee et al. 2014).

4.1.3

Effect of temperature on the interaction

In general, the solubility of a polymer in a solvent increases as the temperature increases,
but for nonionic polymers the opposite behaviour is observed. It is suggested that the
water molecules surround the hydrophobic groups in aqueous solution, and when the
solution is heated, the association of the hydrophobic groups is enhanced due to the
weakening of the hydrogen bonding. The polymers are thus able to form intermolecular
bonds which results in network formation and becomes evident as an increase in viscosity.
(Karlson et al. 2000; Fairclough et al. 2012; Arvidson et al. 2013). The amount of data
available regarding the effect of temperature on the interaction between polymers and
nanocellulose is limited, but the gel stiffness has been found to increase with the addition
of cellulose nanocrystals and this effect was greater at elevated temperatures (McKee et
al. 2014). In the case of MFC, the viscosity of the MFC suspension decreases at elevated
temperature. The swelling of the fibrils is lower at elevated temperatures which leads to
a higher mobility of the fibrils in the suspension. (Iotti et al. 2011).
Polymer solutions also show clouding at elevated temperatures at the point where the
solution starts to separate into polymer-poor and polymer-rich phases, where the
polymers start to form aggregates so that the solution is able to scatter light. (Fairclough
et al. 2012). In addition, in the case of methylcellulose, for example, the gelation
temperature depends strongly on the rate of heating and on the concentration. A slower
heating rate leads to a lower gelation temperature. (Arvidson et al. 2013).

4.2 Foam and bubble formation and stability
In general, a foam can be defined as a dispersion of gas in a solid or liquid. Foam is
formed in the presence of surface-active component. The surfactant reduces the surface
tension and enables foaming and stabilizes the foam. The use of surfactants has, however,
given rise to environmental concerns. The low biodegradability and aquatic toxicity of
many surfactants have promoted the development of more bio-based and biodegradable
surfactants (Kronberg et al. 2014; Lam et al. 2014; Fujisawa et al. 2017; Gong et al. 2017).
Alternative solutions for surfactants as stabilizing agents are amphiphilic polymeric
surfactants. They have a tendency to attach to interfaces and to stabilize air bubbles and
they can thus be utilized in foam formation. (Kronberg et al. 2014). Nanocelluloses can
also act as Pickering stabilizers and they have been used, for example, in aerogels and
foam-forming applications, where a system containing air bubbles or foam is prepared
intentionally (Lam et al. 2014; Fujisawa et al. 2017).
Foams can be stabilized with small spherical particles which form a contact angle of 90°
with the air-water interface. These particles attach well to the bubble surface, but in
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practical applications, the contact angle is lower due to irregular shape and size and the
packing of particles at the interface (Pugh 2016). The particle-stabilized foams are called
Pickering foams. Pickering stabilization is usually related to highly stabilized emulsions,
where relatively hydrophilic particles are adsorbed at oil-water interfaces, but the term
”Pickering stabilization” has recently been used to refer to the stabilization of air-water
interfaces to create highly stable foams where partially hydrophobic particles are strongly
attached to the air-water interface. In these particle-stabilized foams, the collapse and
growth of the bubbles is reduced by the layer of particles at the air-water interface (Cervin
et al. 2013; Lam et al. 2014; Fujisawa et al. 2017).
The stability of an aqueous foam can be increased by the addition of cellulose particles.
The rod-like fibrils enhance the stability of the foam due to their ability to form
entanglements around the bubble, thus providing more stable foams (Cervin et al. 2015).
Native nanocellulose can for example be modified chemically, and polymers can be
adsorbed onto native nanocellulose in order to increase the hydrophobicity and to create
highly stable foams. Native and TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibril foams have also
been formed by adsorbing surfactants onto the surface of the nanofibrils (Cervin et al.
2013; Cervin et al. 2015; Cervin et al. 2016). Cellulose nanocrystals can be used to
increase the stability of a methylcellulose foam, even at elevated temperatures (Hu et al.
2016). The structure of an MFC-based foam after freeze-drying is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: SEM micrograph of MFC-based foam after freeze-drying.

Interest in using nanocellulose in foams has been growing. Nanocellulose-based foams
have a low density and are mechanically strong foams and are used in various
applications, such as pharmaceutics, cosmetics and thermal insulation (Lavoine and
Bergström 2017). Nanocellulose-based wet foams have been generated and stabilized
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with the aid of surfactants. For example, TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibrils can be
foamed in the presence of surfactants and further stabilized with calcium ions (Gordeyeva
et al. 2016). In addition, in the presence of retention aid and surfactant, MFC can increase
the stability of pulp foams (Liu et al. 2018).
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nanocellulose-based films and coatings
In food packaging, one of the main functions of the package is to protect the product from
deterioration by oxygen or moisture. In addition, grease an oil resistance is an important
requirement especially in fast food packaging. Fossil-based polymers are used to improve
the barrier properties, but plastic-free packaging can be used for example for dry foods.
Polyethylene provides a good liquid barrier, whereas poly(ethylene terephthalate) is used
to provide an oxygen barrier (Paunonen 2013).

5.1 Film formation and temperature-dependence of films based on
nanocellulose and cellulose derivatives
Nanocellulose films can be prepared by casting or filtration with properties that depend
on the nanocellulose type and on the preparation method (Lavoine et al. 2012; Hubbe et
al. 2017). Various drying conditions and strategies can be used when drying the films, but
the nanocellulose films shrink during drying. The evaporation of water is faster from the
film surface, and this, together with the slower evaporation of water from the
nanocellulose itself, creates moisture gradients which create stresses in the films.
Restrained drying has been found to reduce these increasing the fibril orientation and thus
improving the mechanical properties of the films. (Baez et al. 2014). The aggregation of
microfibrils occurs especially at higher temperatures, so that drying at room temperature
and at 95 % relative humidity does not lead to the aggregation of the fibrils (Salmén and
Stevanic 2018).
The drying conditions have also been found to affect the hydrophobicity of the
methylcellulose films leading to an increase in crystallinity at higher temperatures and
thus to a reduction in the water vapor permeability (Debeaufort et al. 2000; Cheng and
Jones 2019). The higher temperatures may also affect the crystallinity of the
nanocellulose, and for example an increase in crystallinity increases the oxygen barrier
provided by the nanocellulose films (Helanto et al. 2019).

5.2 Strength and optical properties of nanocellulose films
Fibre-based materials are used in packaging due to their sustainability, light weight and
strong mechanical properties. MFC can be used in packaging materials as a reinforcement
agent, as a coating or in films. Nanocellulose increases the strength of paper or paperboard
due to its high specific surface area and hydrogen-bonding ability. Films and coatings
made of nanocellulose have been reported to have a high tensile strength and a high elastic
modulus (Syverud and Stenius 2009). The mechanical properties of nanocellulose depend
on the type of pre-treatment, which can affect the fibril size and thus the ability to form
hydrogen bonds between the fibrils (Lavoine et al. 2012; Kumar et al. 2014). Cellulose
nanocrystals form a more rigid and brittle film than microfibrillated cellulose due to their
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smaller dimensions, and nanocellulose can improve the mechanical properties of films
based on cellulose derivatives (Paunonen 2013), such as hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
(Bilbao-Sainz et al. 2011), hydroxyethylcellulose (Sehaqui et al. 2011) and
methylcellulose (Khan et al. 2010).
Many bio-based coating components such as starch make the coating brittle and the filmforming properties of bio-based coatings are often improved with a plasticizer (Hubbe et
al. 2017). In packaging applications, the material should be able to resist stresses during
creasing and folding in order to avoid cracking of the coating and delamination of the
layers both in the coating and in the substrate (Beex and Peerlings 2009; Tanninen et al.
2015). MFC and CNF films have been found to withstand folding (Spence et al. 2010;
Fein et al. 2020), but delamination may occur both in the substrate and between the
coating and the substrate with an MFC or CNF coating. MFC- and CNF-coated
paperboards have been found to have a higher tensile strength (Tayeb et al. 2020), and
the coating also improves the resistance to folding and increases the bending stiffness
(Lavoine et al. 2014). Folding of the CNF-coated material, however, leads to defects in
the material even with a coat weight of 16 g/m2, although the defects were found not to
affect the grease resistance of the coated material (Tayeb et al. 2020).
Nanocellulose films can be highly transparent. The optical properties of nanocellulose are
influenced by the dimensions of the nanocellulose, the aggregation of the fibres and the
surface roughness (Nogi et al. 2009; Siró and Plackett 2010). The films are more
transparent with small fibres, since large fibres scatter light. When blends of polymer are
used, the transparency of the matrix can be retained if the different materials have similar
refractive indices. In addition, the incompatibility of the materials can lead to air gaps or
agglomeration which result in a more opaque film. (Hubbe et al. 2017).

5.3 Oxygen barrier
In general, the oxygen barrier properties of a material depend on the relative humidity,
but a barrier is considered to be a moderate barrier if the oxygen transmission rate is
between 6 and 100 ml/(m2·day) (Khalifa 2016). The use of MFC as an oxygen barrier
material has been demonstrated in several publications. MFC provides an oxygen barrier
under dry conditions due to its crystallinity and its ability to form a dense network (Aulin
et al. 2010). The dense network and polarity of the native MFC film hinder the penetration
of gaseous molecules such as those of non-polar oxygen. The dense network has a high
tortuosity, and gas diffusion through the MFC film is slow, although the pores between
the fibrils formed during drying of the film allow gas to permeate through the film. If the
film has no pores, the permeation depends on the diffusion and dissolution of the gas. The
crystallinity also affects the barrier properties, but the high crystallinity of the cellulose
nanocrystals does not necessarily lead to a good oxygen barrier due to the rigidity of the
CNC particles which do not form a dense and nonporous network like the more flexible
MFC or NFC. (Syverud and Stenius 2009; Nair et al. 2014; Ferrer et al. 2017). The
reinforcement of cellulose derivatives with highly crystalline CNC gives a composite
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material good water vapor barrier properties, and nanocellulose has also been used to
reinforce cellulose derivatives in order to improve the mechanical and oxygen barrier
properties (Paunonen 2013). Examples of the use of nanocellulose in various bio-based
matrices and their measured barrier properties are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: MFC types in various bio-based matrices and their barrier properties.

MFC type
MFC
MFC
NFC
MFC
Carboxymethylated MFC
MFC
Carboxymethylated CNF
NFC
NFC
TEMPO-oxidized NFC
Bacterial CNC
NFC

Matrix
Barrier
Ref.
PLA
Water vapour
1
Pullulan
Oxygen, water vapour
2
Arabinoxylan
Oxygen
3
Galactoglucomannan
Oxygen
4
Amylopectin
Oxygen
5
Amylopectin
Oxygen
5
Xylan
Oxygen, water vapour
6
CMC
Water vapour
7
HPMC
Water vapour
8
HPMC
Water vapour
8
HPMC
Moisture
9
Methylcellulose +
Water vapour
10
plasticizer
1)
Sanchez-García et al. 2010 2) Cozzolino et al. 2014 3) Stevanic et al. 2012 4) Oinonen et
al. 2016 5) Plackett et al. 2010 6) Hansen et al. 2012 7) Oun and Rhim 2015 8) Bilbao-Sáinz
et al. 2011 9) George et al. 2014 10) Khan et al. 2010

5.4 Oil and grease resistance
Paper or paperboard materials are often used for food packaging, but the oil and grease
resistance (OGR) of these materials is often not sufficient. Various techniques such as
chemical modification and coating have been suggested to improve the oil and grease
resistance of fibre-based packaging materials (Andersson 2008) and interest in
sustainable greaseproof packaging materials has been growing significantly.
Cellulose films are good oil and grease barriers due to the weak interaction between nonpolar grease or oil and the polar, hydrogen-bonded dense film structure of the cellulose,
and the penetration of oil through the film is therefore slow (Aulin et al. 2010; Hubbe et
al. 2017). Usually, lower surface energy increases the barrier to oil and grease migration.
On the other hand, a polar component dissolves polar components and thus high polarity
with high surface energy has also been shown to be beneficial for increasing the OGR
(Ovaska et al. 2015; Sheng et al. 2019). The penetration time of grease and oil through
the material is also affected by the amount of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids in the
oil or grease (Helanto et al. 2019) and the oil sorption increases when the oil consists a
greater amount of saturated fatty acids (Olafsson and Hildingsson 1995).
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Surface treatment with fluorochemicals has been utilized to decrease the surface energy
and improve the oil repellence, but the toxicity, low biodegradability and possible
migration into food products of the fluorochemicals has increased interest in finding other
ways of improving grease resistance (Aulin et al. 2010; Kisonen et al. 2014; D’Eon et al.
2009). The use of perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and its related components have been
restricted in applications where oil and grease resistance is required such as in food
packaging applications (European Commission 2017).
Coating with more sustainable and bio-based polymers has also been used to improve the
oil and grease resistance. In the case of a porous surface, the penetration of oil is due to
capillary forces. Coating of the paper or paperboard densifies the surface and makes the
surface notably non-porous and this prevents the oil from penetrating into the material
(Aulin et al. 2010; Hult et al. 2010; Li et al. 2013). Grease penetration decreases when
the coating thickness and uniformity increase, due to an increase in tortuosity in the
coating. When the surface is closed, the air permeance is also decreased, and this has been
found to correlate with the grease resistance (Kjellgren et al. 2006; Aulin et al. 2010;
Zhong et al. 2019). Increasing the nanoscale roughness can also be used to increase the
oil repellence of the surface (Li et al. 2013; Hubbe and Pruszynski 2020).
When an MFC coating is applied, it has been found that the coating process and base
paper affect the coating uniformity (Aulin et al. 2010; Kumar 2017a; Padberg et al. 2017),
and it has been suggested that with a thin coating layer or low coat weight, the MFC
covers the pores of the substrate but that nanopores still remain in the coating. These
nanopores merely retard the penetration of the oil and may not make the material greaseresistant. (Aulin et al. 2010; Lavoine et al. 2014).
Oil and grease resistance can be measured in various ways. The TAPPI T559 standard
(Kit test) is used to determine the oil repellence of fluorochemical treated paper or
paperboard, where the test solutions are used to determine the grease resistance. In the
TAPPI T454 standard, turpentine is used to give an estimate of the rate of the penetration
of oil and grease through greaseproof paper. In the ISO 16532-1 standard, palm kernel oil
is used to determine the penetration time of grease through the material. In the ASTM
F119 standard, the penetration of grease through flexible barrier materials is measured at
standard conditions. The grease resistance obtained with different MFC types, coat
weights and substrates with different test methods is presented in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Oil and grease resistance of MFC coatings (Paper III).
MFC type
Coat
Substrate
Grease
weight,
resistance
[g/m2]
Native
3.2
Paper (machine1 g/m2
glazed)
Native
10
Paperboard
3.6 g/m2
10 +
Native
7
Paper
5.5
Native

11

Paper

2

Ref.

SCAN P-37:77

1

Cobb30min oil
KIT test
TAPPI T-559

2
3

TAPPI T-559

3

Cobb30min oil
KIT test
TAPPI T-559

2
4

Native

40

Paperboard

Native CNF (refined)

8

Paperboard

1 g/m
12
0.5

CNF (refined)

11

Paperboard

10

TAPPI T-559

5

Native CNF (ground)

12

Paperboard

9

TAPPI T-559

4

Native (enzymatic
pretreatment)
Native (enzymatic
pretreatment)
Native (enzymatic
pretreatment)
CNF (native)

7

1

TAPPI T-559

6

5

TAPPI T-559

6

2.5

TAPPI T-559

7

7

TAPPI T-559

8

12

TAPPI T-559

9

CNF

16

Calendered
paper
Calendered
paper
Paperboard
(C1S)
White kraft
paper
Paper

Lignin containing
CNF
Native (+ plasticizer)

16

Paper

12

TAPPI T-559

9

6.4

10

12.1

Max. ~3
days
Max. ~ 7
days
1800 s
(castor oil)

ASTM F119

Native (+ plasticizer)

Pigment-coated
paperboard
Pigment-coated
paperboard

ASTM F119

10

TAPPI T-454

11

14
14
5

Carboxymethylated
1.1
Carboxymethylated
CNF
CNF (thiolnorbornene
modification)
1)

5.5

Test method

1.8
27-30
(films)
27-30
(films)

Greaseproof
paper
Kraft

TAPPI T-454

11

-

1800 s
(castor oil)
12

TAPPI T-559

12

-

12

TAPPI T-559

12

Boissard 2017 2) Guérin 2019 3) Padberg et al. 2017 4) Mousavi et al. 2018 5) Kumar et
al. 2016 6) Lavoine et al. 2014 7) Lavoine et al. 2013 8) Tyagi et al. 2019 9) Tayeb et al.
2020 10) Koppolu et al. 2019 11) Aulin et al. 2010 12) Fein et al. 2020
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6.1 Materials
The 1 wt-% solutions were prepared with different proportions of hydrophobically
modified ethyl(hydroxyethyl)cellulose (EHEC) (Bermocoll EHM200, AkzoNobel
Functional Chemicals AB) and methyl nanocellulose (MeCellosic acid, MCA, Innotech
Materials). The same proportions were used for hydrophobically modified EHEC-MFC
(Celish KY100G, Daicel FineChem Ltd), hydrophobically modified EHEC-methyl
nanocellulose and methyl nanocellulose-MFC solutions at 0.5 wt-% concentration in
order to prepare cast films.
Methyl nanocellulose-based coating solutions were prepared with the addition of MFC
and hydrophobically modified EHEC and also EHEC-MFC and MFC coating solutions
were prepared. The coating was performed on uncoated, three-ply paperboard with a
grammage of 190 g/m2. The PPS10 roughness of the substrate was 6.2 µm (SCAN-P
76:95).
The EHEC-MFC (Celish KY100S, Daicel FineChem Ltd) solutions at concentrations of
1 and 3 wt-% and methyl nanocellulose solution at a concentration of 4 wt-% were
prepared for foam coating. The foam coating was performed on paper substrates with a
grammage of 100 g/m2 and with different levels of smoothness and hydrophilicity or
hydrophobicity. Calendering was performed to create a smoother surface using a nip
pressure of 60 kN/m. The degree of hydrophobicity of the substrate was adjusted by
varying the level of internal sizing agent (AKD).

6.2 Characterization of the solutions
6.2.1

Cloud point

The cloud points of the 1 wt-% EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solutions were detected
visually as the point at which the solution turned cloudy, the change in turbidity being
measured using a turbidimeter (Hach 2100AN IS Turbidimeter). The suspensions were
sealed in glass tubes and were heated from 20 to 70 °C at a rate of 0.5 °C/min using a
water bath.

6.2.2

Viscosity

The viscosity measurements were made with a Modular Compact Rheometer (MCR 302,
Anton Paar, Austria) using a bob and cup mode. To determine the temperature-dependent
behaviour, the viscosities of the 1 wt-% hydrophobically modified EHEC-methyl
nanocellulose solutions and 0.5 wt-% hydrophobically modified EHEC-MFC and methyl
nanocellulose-MFC solutions were measured at a shear rate of 50 s-1 while the solution
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was heated from 20 to 70 °C at a rate of 0.5 °C/min. To avoid evaporation, a covering
plate was used during the measurements. The gelation temperature was recorded as the
point where the viscosity was at a minimum before it started to increase. The viscosities
of the 1 and 3 wt-% EHEC-MFC and 4 wt-% methyl nanocellulose solutions were also
measured at shear rates increasing from 0.1 to 1000 s-1.

6.3 Preparation of cast films and coatings
The films were cast from solutions consisting of different ratios of microfibrillated
cellulose and hydrophobically modified EHEC or methyl nanocellulose at a concentration
of 0.5 wt-%. Air was removed from the MFC solution before the mixtures were prepared.
The films were cast on petri dishes where the water was allowed to evaporate at 23 °C
and 50 % relative humidity and at 50 °C. The targeted dry film grammage of the cast
films was 30 g/m2.
The methyl nanocellulose-based, hydrophobically modified EHEC-MFC and MFC
coatings were prepared on a paperboard substrate with a DT Laboratory coater (DT Paper
Science, Finland) with a soft-tip blade (BTG, Switzerland). Each coating layer was dried
with an infra-red dryer. The viscosity of the coating solutions was measured with a
Brookfield digital viscometer (Model DVII+, Brookfield Engineering Laboratories, Inc.,
USA) and was adjusted to approximately 2000 cP. The solids content, viscosity and pH
of the coating solutions are presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Solids content, viscosity and pH of the coating solutions. Me indicates methyl
nanocellulose. (Paper III).

Coating
composition
Me
Me90:MFC10
Me90:EHEC10
EHEC90:MFC10
MFC

Solids content,
[%]
10.5
5.7
8.0
1.7
2.3

Viscosity,
[cP]
1950
2080
1860
1960
1930

pH
2.6
3.1
2.9
5.3
6.1

6.4 Foam analysis and foam coating
6.4.1

Foam density, viscosity and stability

Foams were generated with a foam generator (Rollmix BGR 13, Rollmac, Italy) and the
properties of the generated foams were determined. The density was measured by
weighing foam in a 100 ml measuring cylinder. A Brookfield digital viscometer (Model
DVII+, Brookfield Engineering Laboratories, Inc., USA) was used to determine the
viscosity at speeds of 10 and 50 rpm. The foam stability was defined as the degree to
which the foam collapsed. Foam was collected in a 100 ml measuring cylinder, and the
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collapse of the foam and the volume of liquid released from the foam were recorded after
60 minutes. The bubble size and the bubble size distribution of the foams were evaluated
visually.
The gravimetric water retention meter (Åbo Akademi Gravimetric Water Retention
method, ÅAGWR) was used to investigate the foam collapse and the release of water
from the foam under pressure. For the measurement, 10 ml of foam was placed with a
syringe into a sample cylinder, and a Whatman CHR 17 chromatographic paper was used
as absorbing paper.

6.4.2

Foam coating

Paper substrates were coated with a desktop coater using a rod with wire having a
diameter of 0.2 mm. The coating was dried at 105 °C after each coating layer had been
applied. Three coating layers were applied on the substrate.

6.5 Evaluation of film formation and barrier properties
6.5.1

Grammage, thickness and air permeance

The grammage, thickness and air permeance of the uncoated and coated materials were
measured according to the SCAN P-6:75, SCAN P-7:75 and SCAN P-85:02 standards,
respectively. The coating thickness and coat weight were calculated by subtracting the
thickness and grammage of the uncoated material from the thickness and grammage of
the coated material, respectively. All the samples were conditioned at 23 °C and 50 %
relative humidity prior to the measurements.

6.5.2

Surface imaging

Roughness of the cast films was determined with atomic force microscope (AFM, Bruker
Multimode 8 AFM, Bruker, USA). Measurements from the cast films were obtained using
the tapping mode and PeakForce QNM (quantitative nanomechanical mapping) mode and
probe with a spring constant of 81 N/m and a tip radius of ca. 70 nm. For The EHECMFC sample, two PeakForce QNM readings were analyzed and three readings for the
other samples. NanoScopeAnalysis 1.5 software was used to analyze the QNM data.
Roughness values were calculated as root mean square averages (Rq) of height deviations
(zi) for 5 x 5 µm areas:
=

(6.1)
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An FE-SEM image of the surface was obtained using a FEI Nova NanoSEM 450 field
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) with a Schottky type emitter. A
Hitachi IM4000 broad ion beam cross section cutter was used for preparing the crosssection of the sample. The sample was glued on a copy paper with a solvent-free glue to
obtain a rigid sample for cutting. The working distance was 5.0 mm and the acceleration
voltage 5.0 kV (Paper II).
A scanning electron microscope Hitachi SU3500 with a secondary electron (SE) detector
was used to capture images of the uncoated and coated samples which were sputter-coated
with gold prior to measurement. The acceleration voltage and working distance were
respectively 5.0 kV and approximately 9 mm (Paper III) and 10.0 kV and 5 mm (Paper
IV).

6.5.3

Wetting of the films and determination of surface energy

The wetting of cast films and both uncoated and coated surfaces was evaluated with
contact angle determinations (Attension Theta Optical Tensiometer, Biolin Scientific AB,
Sweden) using rapeseed oil with a drop volume of 5 µl. The wetting of the coated surfaces
was also evaluated using deionised water and a drop volume of 3 µl.
The surface energy of the cast films was determined using deionized water, ethylene
glycol (VWR S.A.S. International) and diiodomethane (Alfa-Aesar GmbH & Co KG).
Drop volumes were 3 µl for deionized water and ethylene glycol and 1 µl for
diiodomethane. The contact angles were determined one second after placing the drop on
the surface. The calculation of surface energy ( ) of the solid (s) was based on the contact
angles ( ) of one non-polar and two polar liquids (li) and an equation which sums the
Lifschitz-van der Waals (LW), electron acceptor (+) and donor (-) components (Hejda et
al. 2010):
(1 +

6.5.4

)

=2

+

+

(6.2)

Barrier properties

The oxygen transmission rate (OTR) of the cast films was measured using a Mocon OxTran Model 2/22 (Mocon, USA) with the test conditions of 23 °C and 50 % RH. The
reported OTR values are average values of three independent measurements.
The oil and grease resistance (OGR) of the coated paperboards was measured using the
ISO 16532-1 standard and the OGR of the cast films was measured with a modified
method, without any applied weight on the oil drop. The oil and grease resistance of the
coatings was also measured using rapeseed oil with or without an applied weight on the
oil drop at 23 °C and 50 % RH.
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7.1 Methyl nanocellulose, MFC and hydrophobically modified EHEC
in aqueous solution
The interaction and clouding behaviour of EHEC and methyl nanocellulose at 1.0 wt-%
concentration were studied with the cloud point determinations (Paper I). To investigate
the effect of temperature on the interaction between hydrophobically modified EHECmethyl nanocellulose at 1 wt-% concentration (Paper I), and between hydrophobically
modified EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-MFC at 0.5 wt-% concentration (Paper
II), the viscosities of the different compositions were measured while the solution was
heated. The cloud point and viscosity measurements were also made on pure
hydrophobically modified EHEC and methyl nanocellulose solutions at different
concentrations (Paper I).

7.1.1

Cloud point

The turbidity and cloud point values are presented in Figure 7.1. In the case of the EHECmethyl nanocellulose compositions, the initial turbidity of the solutions decreased with
increasing proportion of methyl nanocellulose and was the lowest for the 100 % methyl
nanocellulose solution (Figure 7.1(a)). The EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solutions
showed an increase in turbidity when they were heated to 25 °C. When the heating was
continued, the turbidity started to decrease, but started to increase again when the
temperature reached 40 °C. When the methyl nanocellulose-containing solutions reached
the cloud point temperature, the turbidity increased rapidly and the increase was more
pronounced with increasing methyl nanocellulose content.
The pure hydrophobically modified EHEC solution showed a relatively low cloud point
temperature, at 25-30 °C (Figure 7.1(b)). The cloud point temperature of the
hydrophobically modified EHEC depends on the length of the hydrophobic groups and
can be lower than room temperature (Karlson et al. 2000). The highest cloud point was
observed for the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solution with a ratio of 25:75.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.1: The (a) turbidity and (b) cloud point temperatures of the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose
solutions at 1 wt-% concentration. Squares and dots in Figure 7.1(b) refer to the cloud points of
respectively hydrophobically modified EHEC (E) and pure methyl nanocellulose (Me) at different
concentrations.

The turbidity of the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solutions is shown in Figure 7.2. Before
they were heated, all the solutions were clear. The pure hydrophobically modified EHEC
and the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solution in a ratio of 75:25 were cloudy at 35 °C,
with cloud points of 25 °C and 30 °C, respectively. Macromolecular phase separation in
hydrophobically modified EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solutions in the form of small
flocs or particles was observed at 45 °C in the solutions with ratios of 50:50 and 25:75
and at 55 °C in the solution with a ratio of 75:25. The methyl nanocellulose-containing
solutions showed a rapid increase in turbidity when the cloud point temperature was
reached.
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Figure 7.2: The turbidity of EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solutions in a ratio of 0:100, 75:25,
50:50, 25:75 and 0:100 at different temperatures.

In general, the presence of methyl nanocellulose in the solutions raised the cloud point,
whereas an increase in solids content in the pure hydrophobically modified EHEC and
methyl nanocellulose solutions lowered the cloud point. Changes in phase behaviour and
cloud point temperatures have been observed in studies of the effect of surfactant binding
to EHEC. It is also known that the cloud point is affected by the salt concentration. A
high concentration of salt leads to a decrease in the cloud point since the solubility of the
EHEC is decreased. The hydrophobically modified EHEC solution contained salt, and
the lower amount of hydrophobically modified EHEC in the compositions may thus also
have affected the cloud point.

7.1.2

Viscosity

Figure 7.3 shows that the viscosity of the pure hydrophobically modified EHEC
decreased with increasing temperature whereas that of the methyl nanocellulose first
decreased and then started to increase at the gelation temperature. Both hydrophobically
modified EHEC and methylcellulose showed thermoresponsive behaviour at elevated
temperatures presumably due to hydrophobic association and phase separation
(Thuresson and Lindman 1997, Arvidson et al. 2013), but the association between
hydrophobically modified EHEC molecules is weak and breaks easily under shear. The
gelation of the methyl nanocellulose is affected by the concentration; the gelation
temperature decreased and the gelation was more pronounced with increasing
concentration.
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Figure 7.3: The effect of concentration on the viscosity of pure methyl nanocellulose (Me) and of
hydrophobically modified EHEC (E) solutions at different temperatures.

The interaction between the components was expected to affect the viscosity and gel
behaviour. Figure 7.4(a) shows that the viscosity of the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose
mixtures was lower at a given concentration than the pure hydrophobically modified
EHEC solutions, which is due to the lower viscosity of the methyl nanocellulose. The
initial viscosity of the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solution in a ratio of 25:75 was higher
than that of the 0.25 wt-% hydrophobically modified EHEC solution and its gelation
temperature was two degrees lower than that of the methyl nanocellulose solution at 0.75
wt-% concentration.
The viscosity of the 0.5 wt-% MFC suspension decreased with increasing temperature
(Figure 7.4(b)). The EHEC-MFC solutions showed a decreasing viscosity with increasing
temperature especially with low additions of MFC. Due to the higher viscosity of the
MFC, the initial viscosity of the EHEC-MFC solutions was expected to be higher than
the viscosity of hydrophobically modified EHEC, but at ratios of 25:75 and especially
when the ratio was 50:50 the viscosity was lower, suggesting that there was an interaction
between the components. Compared to the pure MFC and other EHEC-MFC solutions,
the viscosity of the EHEC-MFC in a ratio of 25:75 was stable and started to decrease
when the temperature reached 35 °C.
With increasing addition of MFC in the methyl nanocellulose-MFC solutions, the initial
viscosity increased (Figure 7.4(c)). All the methyl nanocellulose-containing solutions
showed gelation at elevated temperature. The viscosity of the methyl nanocellulose-MFC
solutions was however stable before gelation. The viscosity of the methyl nanocelluloseMFC solution in a ratio of 25:75 increased slightly when the heating started but started to
decrease when the temperature reached 30 °C. The changes in gelation temperature may
indicate an interaction between methyl nanocellulose and MFC at ratios of 75:25 and
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50:50, since they showed a gelation temperature lower than that of pure methyl
nanocellulose solution, although the gelation temperature should increase with decreasing
concentration of methyl nanocellulose.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.4: Viscosities of (a) EHEC-methyl nanocellulose at 1 wt-% concentration, (b) EHECMFC at 0.5 wt-% concentration and (c) methyl nanocellulose-MFC at 0.5 wt-% concentration as
functions of temperature. Both EHEC and E refer to hydrophobically modified EHEC and Me to
methyl nanocellulose.

Figure 7.5 shows the viscosities of the hydrophobically modified EHEC-MFC and methyl
nanocellulose solutions as a function of shear rate (Paper IV). The mixtures of EHEC and
a coarser native microfibrillated cellulose in a ratio of 25:75 were shear thinning. In the
1 wt-% solution, an increase in viscosity was observed at a shear rate between 1 and 5 s- 1
which is characteristic of MFC solutions. The viscosity peak disappeared with increasing
solid content, as has been observed by others for MFC suspensions at higher solids
content (Iotti et al. 2011). When the solids content of the MFC suspension was increased,
the viscosity increased significantly with a more rigid structure which also affects the
formation of flocs and subsequently the properties of the coating. The addition of CMC
has been found to reduce the formation of flocs (Kumar et al. 2017b). The viscosity of
the methyl nanocellulose solution showed a Newtonian behaviour independent of shear
rate, although small changes were seen at very low shear rates.
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Figure 7.5: The viscosity of the EHEC-MFC solutions at a ratio of 25:75 at 1 and 3 wt-%
concentrations and of methyl nanocellulose at 4 wt-% concentration as a function of shear rate.

7.1.3

Foam formation and foam stability

Amphiphilic polymers such as hydrophobically modified EHEC can be used to stabilize
foams, and the ability of the system to foam and stabilize air bubbles was investigated.
The aim was to prepare a stable foam suitable for foam coating and to use air as carrier
phase to create a dense film on the substrate (Paper IV).
EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose foams were generated with a foam generator, and
the main properties of the foams are presented in Table 7.1. Foams with a density above
20 g/100 ml are referred to as wet foams (Kinnunen-Raudaskoski et al. 2014), and all the
foams selected for foam coating in this study were thus wet foams. The EHEC-MFC foam
generated from 3 wt-% solution had the highest viscosity and the viscosity of the EHECMFC foams was dependent on the concentration. An increase in viscosity and the stability
of the foam has been explained as being due to the hydrogen bonding between the fibrils,
and weak bonding has been associated to a less stable foam (Li et al. 2019). The bubble
size and the bubble size distribution were evaluated visually and were found to be greatest
in the methyl nanocellulose foam and smallest in the EHEC-MFC foams.
The collapse of foam and the release of water under light pressure was evaluated by
gravimetric water retention (ÅAGWR) measurements. The water-holding capacity of the
MFC is high (Kumar et al. 2017b) and was observed as a decreasing amount of liquid
released from the EHEC-MFC foam when the solids content was increased. The water
release from the methyl nanocellulose foam was significantly higher than that released
from the EHEC-MFC foam with a higher solids content. In addition, the EHEC-MFC
foams, especially that generated from the 3 wt-% solution, remained almost unchanged
during the ÅAGWR measurement, whereas the methyl nanocellulose foam showed a
significantly greater tendency to collapse. These results confirm that the methyl
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nanocellulose foam was less stable, since the water release from the structure was higher
and it broke more easily under the applied pressure. The solids content of methyl
nanocellulose foam was however the same as that of the solution before foaming,
indicating that there was a uniform distribution of the material in the foam.
Table 7.1: Properties of the EHEC-MFC foams generated from the 1 and 3 wt-% solutions and
methyl nanocellulose foam generated from 4 wt-% solution. S.c. refers to solids content.

pH,
Solution

s.c.,
[%]

1 wt-%
3 wt-%

6.0
6.7

0.94
2.46

4 wt-%

2.9

4.01

Density,
ÅAGWR,
Viscosity,
2
[g/100 ml]
[g/m ]
[10 rpm, cP]
EHEC25:MFC75
25.4
1267
1960
45.0
289
9280
Methyl nanocellulose
39.1
3884
3360

Viscosity,
[50 rpm, cP]
680
3488
1500

The stability of the foams was recorded by determining the amount of liquid released and
collapsed foam during a period of 60 minutes. In general, the EHEC-MFC foams (Figures
7.6(a) and 7.6(b)) were more stable than the methyl nanocellulose foam (Figure 7.6(c)).
Liquid was released from the EHEC-MFC foam generated from the 1 wt-% solution
during this time, but at higher solids content no foam collapse was observed. The waterholding capacity and stability of methyl nanocellulose foam were significantly lower than
that of the EHEC-MFC foams and the amount of liquid released during this time was high
compared to the density of the foam.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.6: Stability of the (a) 1 wt- %, (b) 3 wt-% hydrophobically modified EHEC-MFC foams
in a ratio of 25:75 and (c) 4 wt-% methyl nanocellulose foam. A larger amount of liquid released
and foam collapse indicate a less stable foam.
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The viscosity and the gravimetric water retention measurements showed that the methyl
nanocellulose foam was less stable than the EHEC-MFC foams. Larger bubbles and a
broader size distribution were observed, and these decrease the stability of the foam
(Kinnunen-Raudaskoski et al. 2014). The increased stability and the smaller amount of
liquid released from the EHEC-MFC foam in the gravimetric water retention
measurements indicate that there is a larger amount of MFC between the bubbles (Xiang
et al. 2019).

7.2 Cast films and coatings
7.2.1

Cast films

Cast films were prepared from 0.5 wt-% solutions of hydrophobically modified EHEC
and MFC, hydrophobically modified EHEC and methyl nanocellulose and methyl
nanocellulose and MFC (Paper II). The differences in transparency between the films
were significant. The pure methyl nanocellulose and hydrophobically modified EHEC
films were transparent, but the films were more opaque when the proportion of MFC was
increased (Figures 7.7(a), 7.7(b) and 7.7(d)) and the transparency of the films containing
both EHEC and methyl nanocellulose decreased with increasing proportion of methyl
nanocellulose in the film (Figure 7.7(c)). The transparency of the EHEC-MFC films was
clearly affected by the drying temperature as the EHEC-MFC films were more transparent
when they were dried at a higher temperature (Figure 7.7(b)). Air bubbles were observed
in the EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-MFC films when they were dried at
elevated temperature.
Air bubbles were formed in the EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-MFC films
especially at a ratio of 25:75 and when the drying temperature was 50 °C. Some bubbles
were also formed in the MFC films at this temperature. The bubbles in the MFC films
could be partially explained by the roughness of the petri dish or changes in surface
energy, since no air bubbles were formed when the surface of the petri dish was wetted
before casting. The stability of the EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-MFC solutions
or that the film surface dries faster at the higher temperature may have promoted the
trapping of air bubbles in the film. The air bubbles occurred at the ratios at which the
viscosity remained most stable when the EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-MFC
solutions were heated.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.7: Cast EHEC-MFC films dried at (a) 23 °C and (b) 50 °C. (c) EHEC-methyl
nanocellulose and (d) methyl nanocellulose-MFC films dried at 50 °C. The films were prepared
in ratios of 100:0, 75:25, 50:50 (upper row), 25:75 and 0:100 (lower row).

Air bubbles were not formed in the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose films. The transparency
of the films consisting of both hydrophobically modified EHEC and methyl nanocellulose
was lower than that of the pure hydrophobically modified EHEC and methyl
nanocellulose films, although all the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solutions were cloudy
at 50 °C. This suggests that the particle size of the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose solution
increased at a higher temperature, since larger particles scatter more light (Hubbe et al.
2017). On the other hand, a more opaque film indicates an agglomeration, attributed to
the incompatibility of the components (Hubbe et al. 2017), but the changes in cloud point
and viscosity suggest an interaction between the components.
The quantity of the air bubbles was significantly higher in the EHEC-MFC film (Figure
7.8(a)) and the air bubbles were more coalesced and smaller than in the methyl
nanocellulose-MFC film (Figure 7.8(b)). The bubbles were white in the EHEC-MFC and
methyl nanocellulose-MFC films, suggesting that the fibrils are on the surface of the
bubbles and thus scatter light more. Some air bubbles were formed in the MFC films, but
they were more transparent than in the other films (Figure 7.8(c)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.8: The bubble formation in (a) EHEC-MFC, (b) methyl nanocellulose-MFC, (c) MFC
films dried at 50 °C. All the compositions were in a ratio of 25:75.

Although the air bubbles were formed in the EHEC-MFC film, the film was continuous
as shown in Figure 7.9. Since no bubbles were observed in the films dried at 23 °C, the
presence of the air bubbles appeared to be due to the faster drying of the surface at the
higher temperature which formed a skin on the surface together with a rapid increase in
viscosity, trapping the air bubbles into the surface in the film. This suggests that there is
a certain EHEC-MFC composition that enhances bubble formation and stabilizes the
bubbles.

Figure 7.9: SEM-image of an air bubble formed in the EHEC-MFC film. A copy paper was used
as a carrier medium for the sample.

7.2.2

Coating with non-foamed solutions

Figure 7.10 shows the methyl nanocellulose-based coatings with the addition of MFC or
hydrophobically modified EHEC, hydrophobically modified EHEC-MFC and MFC
coatings applied to a paperboard substrate (Paper III). The highest coat weight was
achieved with methyl nanocellulose and methyl nanocellulose-MFC coatings with coat
weights of 10 g/m2 and 9 g/m2, respectively, but blistering occurred in both coatings. The
coating coverage was similar for the methyl nanocellulose and methyl nanocelluloseMFC coating, although methyl nanocellulose-MFC coating solution had lower solid
content than that of the methyl nanocellulose. The coating coverage of the methyl
nanocellulose-EHEC coating seemed to be relatively high, but defects were observed in
the coating. The EHEC-MFC and pure MFC coatings gave the lowest coat weights and
poorest coating coverage.
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It is possible that air bubbles were formed in the coating solution during coating process
and that this led to blistering. The bubbles may also have affected the transfer of the
coating solution onto the substrate, leading to defects in the coating. Although pinholes
occurred in the coatings, another coating layer was in most cases observed under the
pinhole, and the defect did not go through all the coating layers. The methyl
nanocellulose-EHEC coating also had cracks related to the presence of the
hydrophobically modified EHEC in the coating.
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Figure 7.10: SEM micrographs of (a) uncoated substrate and of (b) methyl nanocellulose, (c)
methyl nanocellulose-MFC, (d) methyl nanocellulose-EHEC, (e) EHEC-MFC and (f) MFC
coatings after five coating layers.
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Foam coating

To compare the coat weights and coating coverage achieved with foam and non-foamed
solutions, 1 wt-% solutions consisting of hydrophobically modified EHEC and methyl
nanocellulose were prepared (Paper IV). An uncoated internally sized paperboard was
used as a substrate which was coated three times, and the air permeance and coat weight
were determined of the coated materials (Figure 7.11).
The highest coat weights were obtained with the pure hydrophobically modified EHEC
and methyl nanocellulose with both non-foamed and foamed solutions. Both non-foamed
and foam coatings reduced the air permeance compared to that of the uncoated substrate
which had an air permeance of 580 ml/min. The same air permeance or lower was
achieved with foam coating as with non-foamed solution, except when the EHEC-methyl
nanocellulose ratio in the foam was 25:75. The greatest reduction in air permeance and
the lowest coat weights were obtained with coatings consisting of hydrophobically
modified EHEC and methyl nanocellulose in the ratios of 75:25 and 50:50. With the
EHEC-methyl nanocellulose in a ratio of 25:75, the viscosity and cloud point
measurements suggested an interaction between the components, which may have
reduced the stability of the foam or increased the particle size and led to an uneven coating
coverage.

Figure 7.11: Coat weight and air permeance after coating with non-foamed solution and foam
coatings on a paperboard substrate. Coatings consisted of hydrophobically modified EHEC and
methyl nanocellulose (Me). The air permeance of the uncoated material was 580 ml/min. The
solid line shows the coat weight obtained with non-foamed solutions and the dashed line that
obtained with a foam coating. Columns show the air permeance of the coated substrates.
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SEM-images showed that the collapsed methyl nanocellulose and EHEC-methyl
nanocellulose foams (Figures 7.12(a) and 7.12(c)) closed the surface of the substrates
more compared to the coatings with the non-foamed solutions (Figures 7.12(b) and
7.12(d)). After the foam coating, the surface seemed to be more even and closed,
suggesting that the foam collapses uniformly and has a better film-formation ability
compared to that of the non-foamed solution. The EHEC-methyl nanocellulose foam
(Figure 7.12(d)) gave a smoother surface, indicating that the foam was more stable and
penetrated less into the substrate.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.12: Non-foamed (a) methyl nanocellulose and (c) EHEC-methyl nanocellulose coatings,
and (b) methyl nanocellulose and (d) EHEC-methyl nanocellulose foam coatings. The EHECmethyl nanocellulose coating composition was in a ratio of 50:50. The image of the uncoated
substrate is shown as an inset in image A.

In EHEC-MFC cast films in a ratio of 25:75, air bubbles were formed unintentionally in
the films, which indicated that a certain EHEC-MFC composition enhances the bubble
formation and stabilization of bubbles and could thus also be able to form a stable foam
suitable for foam coating. The EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose solutions were
selected for foam coating on papers with different hydrophobicities, hydrophilicities and
smoothness in order to evaluate the role of the substrate in foam coating (Paper IV).
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SEM images of the EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose foam coatings on calendered
hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates are presented in Figure 7.13. The coating
coverage seems to be higher on the hydrophilic substrate with the EHEC-MFC coating,
but the coating seems uneven on hydrophobic substrate and the surface is not entirely
covered. In the case of the methyl nanocellulose, the surface appears to be more even on
both substrates, but it is more uniform on the hydrophilic substrate. On the other hand,
the solids content was higher in the methyl nanocellulose foam and this shall give a more
uniform distribution of the material in the foam and lead to a greater coating coverage.
However, wrinkling occurred in the hydrophilic substrate after coating, probably due to
the lower stability and water retention of the methyl nanocellulose foam which facilitate
the wetting of the substrate. In addition, the hydrophilic substrate may promote collapse
of the foam and thus greater wetting in contrast to the hydrophobic substrate where foam
may collapse more due to the applied pressure in the doctoring. This may have increased
the penetration of the coating into the hydrophobic substrate, but collapse may be more
controlled and favour the formation of a more uniform coating under applied pressure.

Figure 7.13: Uncoated and calendered hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates and EHEC-MFC
and methyl nanocellulose coatings on these substrates. The coated samples had three coating
layers.
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Higher hydrophilicity may increase the transfer of coating solution into the substrate. This
may partially explain the higher coat weight of the EHEC-MFC coating on the
hydrophilic substrate, and it may also explain the lower coat weight of non-foamed MFC
and methyl nanocellulose-MFC solutions after one coating layer when the coating was
applied to the hydrophobic paperboard. The viscosity of the coating solution may also
affect the coat weight.
With both non-foamed solutions and foam, defects such as blistering and cracks
developed, and were related more to the process than to the base paper or paperboard. In
the non-foamed solution, air bubbles formed unintentionally and they may remain in the
coating and result in pinholes due to excessive drying. Blistering was also observed with
the foam coating, but the coating layer under the bubble remained uniform indicating that
a multi-layer structure can be formed creating a grease barrier. However, foam coating
requires optimization of the foam stability, since too low stability may result in an uneven
coating due to large bubbles. The foam should rupture on the substrate under the applied
pressure to create a dense film without defects.

7.3 Film and coating properties
7.3.1

Surface energy and wetting of the films

The surface energy was determined for the hydrophobically modified EHEC-MFC,
methyl nanocellulose-MFC and hydrophobically modified EHEC-methyl nanocellulose
cast films in a ratio of 25:75 and for the pure methyl nanocellulose film (Paper II). The
surface energy was highest in the pure methyl nanocellulose film, 39 mN/m, although the
hydrophobically modified EHEC-containing films also had a high surface energy. The
methyl nanocellulose-MFC film had a significantly lower surface energy when the
surface energy was calculated using the Equation 6.2.
The wetting and absorption properties of the surfaces were evaluated from contact angle
determinations using rapeseed oil or water. The change in the oil or water drop within 10
seconds was measured. The spreading of the oil on cast films is shown in Figure 7.14
(Paper II). After the drop was placed on to the surface, the contact angle decreased by
nearly 20° on all the surfaces within one second. On the hydrophobically modified EHECcontaining films, the oil spread laterally almost completely within 10 seconds. The
roughness of the EHEC-MFC film dried at an elevated temperature (Figure 7.14(a)) was
higher than that of the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose (Figure 7.14(c)) or EHEC-MFC film
dried at a lower temperature (Figure 7.14(d)), and this can explain the minor differences
between the samples. In the case of the methyl nanocellulose-MFC film, only a minor
change in the contact angle was observed between one and ten seconds (Figure 7.14(b)).
The surface energy was not found to correlate with the oil behaviour on the
hydrophobically modified EHEC-containing films, although the methyl nanocellulose
had the lowest surface energy and the highest contact angle with oil. The difference in
spreading of oil on the EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-MFC films suggests that
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the MFC in the films was covered by EHEC or methyl nanocellulose and also that the
hydrophobically modified EHEC facilitates the spreading of oil on the surface.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.14: The spreading of oil on the (a) EHEC-MFC, (b) methyl nanocellulose-MFC and (c)
EHEC-methyl nanocellulose films dried at 50 °C and on (d) EHEC-MFC film dried at 23 °C.

To evaluate the wetting of the coated samples, the contact angles of water and oil were
determined on uncoated and five times coated surfaces (Figure 7.15) (Paper III). The
contact angle for oil was similar on the uncoated substrate and the MFC and EHEC-MFC
coatings, as shown in Figure 7.15(a), but the contact angle of water was significantly
higher on the EHEC-MFC coating which suggests that the hydrophilic MFC is covered
by the hydrophobically modified EHEC layer. The hydrophobicity may also explain the
lower contact angle of oil due to the changes in polarity. The methyl nanocellulosecontaining coatings had the highest oil contact angles. The differences in the contact
angles of oil and water between methyl nanocellulose-containing coatings were not
significant.
The spreading and absorption of the oil drop is presented in Figure 7.15(b). On the
uncoated sample, the oil was absorbed, since the base of the oil drop did not change, but
the volume of the oil drop decreased. Similar behaviour was observed on the methyl
nanocellulose-containing coatings, as methylcellulose provides a barrier and prevents oil
absorption (Nasatto et al. 2015), and thus the changes were not as great as on the uncoated
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sample. In addition, the surface energy of the methyl nanocellulose film was higher than
that of the methyl nanocellulose-MFC film, but the oil drop behaviour was similar on the
two coated surfaces. On the surfaces coated with EHEC-MFC solution and MFC, oil
spread on the surface. The wetting on the coatings was similar to that on the cast films,
although the amount of the methyl nanocellulose in the compositions was higher than the
ratio in the cast films.
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.15: (a) Contact angles of oil and water on the uncoated and coated materials. (b) The
change in oil drop volume on uncoated and coated surfaces during 10 seconds after placing the
drop on the surface. Squares indicate uncoated surface, diamonds EHEC-MFC, triangles MFC
and black, grey and light grey dots methyl nanocellulose, methyl nanocellulose-MFC and methyl
nanocellulose-EHEC coatings, respectively. The arrows show the direction of change.

Contact angles were determined on uncoated and foam coated samples using rapeseed oil
and water (Paper IV). On the uncoated surfaces, the contact angle of oil was lowest on
the hydrophilic and calendered surface (Figure 7.16(a)). The water drop was rapidly
absorbed by the hydrophilic substrates and was not measurable on the uncalendered
material and calendering had only a minor effect (Figure 7.16(b)). The contact angle of
water on the uncoated hydrophobic substrate was however almost 120°.
In general, the coat weights achieved with foam coating after three coating layers were
low. Hydrophobically modified EHEC-MFC coating increased the oil absorption and
spreading on all the substrates (Figure 7.16(c)) the oil being absorbed within five seconds.
Methyl nanocellulose coatings on the hydrophilic substrate increased the contact angle of
oil (Figure 7.16(e)), and similar behaviour was observed with cast films and coating with
non-foamed solutions when methyl nanocellulose-MFC composition and methyl
nanocellulose were used. SEM-images showed that the methyl nanocellulose coating on
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the hydrophobic surface may have penetrated into the substrate, and this may explain the
lower contact angles of oil since there is no significant difference in the coat weight. The
spreading or absorption of oil were less on the calendered hydrophobic substrate.
Both the EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose coatings significantly increased the
contact angle of water compared with hydrophilic uncoated surface (Figures 7.16(d) and
7.16(f)). The increase was greater on the EHEC-MFC coating. The contact angle of water
decreased more within 5 seconds on the hydrophilic and calendered substrate, where the
SEM images (Figure 7.13) indicated that the amount of MFC on the surface was higher.
The contact angles of water were lower on the hydrophobic surface after both EHECMFC and methyl nanocellulose coatings. In the case of methyl nanocellulose, the higher
contact angle of water and the different behaviour of the oil on the uncalendered,
hydrophobic substrate may be due to the lower coating coverage.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7.16: (a-b) Contact angles of oil and water on uncoated paper substrates and on (c-d)
EHEC-MFC and (e-f) methyl nanocellulose foam-coated surfaces after one second and after 5
seconds.
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Oxygen transmission rate of the cast films

Table 7.2 shows the oxygen transmission rate (OTR) measured on the cast films
(Paper II). The OTR of the MFC films was significantly affected by the drying
temperature, since the OTR was significantly higher when the film was dried at an
elevated temperature. Similar high OTR values for films dried at elevated temperature
have been reported for the same MFC grade by Padberg et al. (2016). The addition of
MFC reduced the OTR of the EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-MFC films dried at
50 °C and the OTR of the EHEC-methyl nanocellulose films decreased with increasing
addition of methyl nanocellulose but the decrease was not as great as with other
compositions. It seems that in the preparation of films of MFC and hydrophobically
modified EHEC or methyl nanocellulose, the addition of hydrophobically modified
EHEC or methyl nanocellulose improve the film forming and thus provide a better oxygen
barrier.
At the elevated temperature, air bubbles were formed in certain compositions, especially
in the EHEC-MFC films with a ratio of 25:75. Despite the air bubbles (Figure 7.9), the
film was uniform and provided the greatest oxygen barrier and the air bubbles thus did
not weaken the oxygen barrier of the film. Similar results were obtained with methyl
nanocellulose-MFC film in the same ratio, in which bubbles were also formed. This
confirms that the film-forming properties of hydrophobically modified EHEC and methyl
nanocellulose play an important role since pure MFC films had the highest OTR when
the films were dried at elevated temperatures.
The OTR of the EHEC-MFC films dried at a lower temperature was different from that
of the films dried at an elevated temperature. A possible interaction between EHEC and
MFC was indicated by the viscosity measurements since the viscosity at room
temperature of the compositions in a ratio of 75:25 and 50:50 was lower, especially in a
ratio of 50:50. At this ratio, the lowest OTR was obtained, when the films were dried at a
lower temperature. It is possible that the amount of flocs is reduced in the solution at this
ratio and this enables the formation of a more uniform film. The different compositions
also indicated an interaction with a ratio of 25:75, which could explain the lowest OTR
value of the film when compared to that of the pure films dried at an elevated temperature.
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Table 7.2: The oxygen transmission rate (OTR) of the EHEC-MFC, EHEC-methyl nanocellulose
and methyl nanocellulose-MFC films with a grammage of 30 g/m2. The EHEC-MFC films were
dried at 23 °C and 50 % RH and 50 °C. The EHEC-methyl nanocellulose and methyl
nanocellulose-MFC films were dried at 50 °C. The test conditions for the OTR measurements
were 23 °C and 50 % RH.

Oxygen transmission rate, [ml/m2·day]
Drying
temperature

23 °C

Composition

50 °C

EHEC:MFC

50 °C

50 °C

EHEC:methyl
nanocellulose

Methyl
nanocellulose:MFC

100:0

1150

942

942

435

75:25

350

366

741

201

50:50

72

164

604

93

25:75

229

81

321

41

0:100

20

1447

435

1447

7.3.3

Oil and grease resistance

Oil and grease resistance was measured from the cast films (Paper II) and blade-coated
(Paper III) and foam-coated (Paper IV) substrates. The OGR of the cast films was
determined by a modified method without placing a weight on the oil drop as is normally
done according to the ISO 16532-1 standard. Cast films showed a high oil and grease
resistance, since oil did not penetrate through the samples in 24 hours. Differences in oil
spreading behaviour was observed between the different compositions, and this was also
observed in the contact angle determinations with rapeseed oil (Figure 7.14).
The OGR of the foam-coated hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates was measured
according to the standard, but their oil and grease resistance was poor due to the
insufficient coat weight and uneven coating coverage. On the hydrophobic substrates, a
coat weight of 3.2 g/m2 and lower were sufficient to lower the air permeance significantly
and modify the surface depending on the coating composition, as indicated by the oil and
water contact angle measurements. The spreading of oil varied also. The oil spread and
was absorbed immediately by the EHEC-MFC coated samples, whereas oil penetrated
through pinholes in the methyl nanocellulose coated samples.
Air permeance has been found to correlate with oil and grease resistance, and the OGR
increases with decreasing air permeance (Kjellgren et al. 2006). The substrate used in
non-foamed methyl nanocellulose-based coatings had an air permeance of 370 ml/min,
and a coating with a non-foamed solution EHEC-MFC or MFC reduced the air permeance
but did not give any oil or grease resistance due to the uneven coating coverage and
inadequate coat weight (Paper III). All the methyl nanocellulose-containing coatings
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reduced the air permeance significantly already after a single coating layer, indicating
that a dense coating and good coverage was achieved with a low coat weight (Table 7.3).
A coat weight over 4 g/m2 was required to reduce the air permeance to 0 ml/min, but this
was still not sufficient to provide a greaseproof coating. In the case of the methyl
nanocellulose and methyl nanocellulose-MFC, the coating was found to be greaseproof
at coat weights of 10 and 9 g/m2 and with increasing thickness of the coating layer.
With methyl nanocellulose foam, a coat weight of 3 g/m2 was achieved on calendered
hydrophobic paper substrate after three coating layers, and the air permeance was then
reduced by 99 % compared to that of the uncoated substrate. With a foam coating, the air
permeance can be reduced already at a low coat weight, but the coating uniformity or the
thickness of the coating layer were not sufficient to create an oil and grease barrier.
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Table 7.3: The coat weight, thickness, oil and grease resistance, and air permeance of the methyl
nanocellulose-based and MFC coatings and films. For OGR, the highest and lowest results are
presented. 24 h refers to greaseproof material. Methyl nanocellulose-MFC and methyl
nanocellulose-EHEC compositions were in a ratio of 90:10. The base paper was used in the foam
coating. (Adapted from Papers II, III and IV).

OGR,
[min]

OGRrapeseed oil,
[min]

-

-

Air
permeance,
[ml/min]
198
370

n.m.
1
6
9
n.m.

2/2
120/120
360/24 h
24 h

8/10
60/60
120/120
n.m.

1
0.5
0
0
n.m.

Methyl nanocellulose-MFC
Coating
2.0
Coating
4.5
Coating
9.0

7
7

20/120
360/24 h

2/3
30/60
120/120

16
0
0

Methyl nanocellulose-EHEC
Coating
1.5
Coating
4.0
Coating
7.0

4
7
19

9/20
20/30

2/3
8/10
10/25

27
0
0

26
n.m.

24 h

n.m.

210
n.m.

Coat
weight,
[g/m2]

Coating
thickness,
[µm]

Base paper
Base board
Methyl nanocellulose
Foam coating
3.0
Coating
4.3
Coating
7.5
Coating
10.0
Film
30.0

MFC
Coating
Film

5.0
30.0

The differences between the highest and lowest OGR values measured on the same
sample, however, indicate pinholes in the coating (Paper III). The addition of MFC to the
methyl nanocellulose coating led to a longer OGR time at a similar coat weight than the
methyl nanocellulose coating, possibly due to an increase in the tortuosity of the coating
(Ovaska et al. 2015) and an increase in coating layer thickness. This was also noticed
when the OGR was measured on the methyl nanocellulose coated samples, where the air
permeance was 0 ml/min on three- and five-times coated samples and the thickness was
greater, which improved the oil and grease resistance of the material (Figure 7.17). To
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achieve OGR of 20 minutes, at least 4 g/m 2 and a 6 µm thick coating and an air permeance
of 0 ml/min were required. This meant that, the thickness of the EHEC-methyl
nanocellulose coating after five coating layers should give a good OGR value, but the
presence of hydrophobically modified EHEC in the coating changed the behaviour of oil
on the surface, and several defects were also found in the coating. The MFC coating
should provide high OGR, but the coated samples did not repel the oil. The air permeance
of the MFC coating was high, due to an uneven coating coverage as shown by the SEM images (Figure 7.10).

Figure 7.17: The penetration of oil through the methyl nanocellulose-coated samples. The samples
had one, three or five coating layers (from the left) with an oil and grease resistance of 2 minutes,
25 minutes and 6 hours, respectively.

The OGR of the methyl nanocellulose-based coatings was also measured at 23 °C and
50 % RH using rapeseed oil (Table 7.3) (Paper III). In the case of the methyl
nanocellulose-EHEC coating, the penetration of the oil was not significantly different
from that of the oil used in the standard. At lower coat weights, the OGR of the methyl
nanocellulose and methyl nanocellulose-MFC coatings was slightly larger with rapeseed
oil, but at higher coat weights, the OGR was less than with the standard oil.
The methyl nanocellulose and methyl nanocellulose-MFC coatings showed a high OGR
value but in some cases, oil penetrated through pinholes. SEM images of the five-times
coated samples confirmed that the penetration of oil through the material was due to
pinhole or crack rather than to a wetting and dissolution of the material (Figure 7.18). The
pinholes are seen as dark areas in the coating due to the penetration of rapeseed oil. A
visual examination indicated that in all cases the oil penetrated through a pinhole, as in
the case of the methyl nanocellulose coating (Figure 7.18(a)). Figure 7.18(b) shows that
in the case of the methyl nanocellulose-MFC coating, two pinholes were observed close
to each other and oil may have penetrated through both pinholes. In the case of methyl
nanocellulose-EHEC coating (Figure 7.18(c)), SEM-images revealed cracks in the
coating where the oil had penetrated. These cracks are probably due to shrinkage of the
coating during drying which reaches all the coating layers leading to poor oil and grease
resistance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.18: The penetration of rapeseed oil through defects in (a) methyl nanocellulose, (b)
methyl nanocellulose-MFC, and (c) methyl nanocellulose-EHEC coatings.

Post-treatments, conditioning at 70 % relative humidity or drying at 105 °C, were
performed on the methyl nanocellulose-based coatings and their effects on oil and grease
resistance are shown in Table 7.4 (Paper III). Prior to the OGR measurements, the coated
samples were conditioned at 70 % RH. Conditioning at a high relative humidity weakened
the oil and grease barrier provided by the methyl nanocellulose, especially in the case of
the methyl nanocellulose-MFC coating probably due to a weakening of the MFC network
at high relative humidity. In the case of the methyl nanocellulose-EHEC coating, the
conditioning did not weaken the OGR. The hydrophobicity of EHEC in the coating may
be beneficial if the material is exposed to a high relative humidity.
Post-drying of the coated samples was conducted at 105 °C, and the OGR of the postdried samples was determined after conditioning at 23 °C and 50 % RH. Post-drying did
not reduce the OGR of methyl nanocellulose coating, but the OGR of methyl
nanocellulose-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-EHEC decreased after post-drying. This
weakening of the OGR may be due to defects which developed in the coating by shrinkage
during drying. In the methyl nanocellulose-EHEC coating, some cracks were observed
already before the post-drying, and the post-drying may have led to the further formation
of defects.
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Table 7.4: Oil and grease resistance (OGR) of the uncoated and coated samples measured at 60 °C
(adapted from Paper III).

Uncoated
Methyl nanocellulose
x1
x3
x5
Methyl nanocellulose-MFC
x1
x3
x5
Methyl nanocellulose-EHEC
x1
x3
x5

7.3.4

Oil and grease resistance, [min]
Conditioning
Post-drying
70 % RH
105 °C
Min/max
Min/max
30/120
240/240

1/1
30/180
360/Greaseproof

2/4
180

-/1
9/30
120/120

25/30
30/40

-/1
1/3
3/4

Mechanical durability of the coatings

Creasing and folding tests were carried out on the methyl nanocellulose, methyl
nanocellulose-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-EHEC coated samples (Paper III). The
coatings consisted of five coating layers. Creasing and folding were conducted in order
to study the effect of subsequent converting processes on the oil and grease resistance of
the material and the ability of the material to withstand creasing and folding.
The OGR was measured on samples that had been creased and folded in both cross and
machine directions. The oil was then applied on the intersection of the folds. Creasing
and folding of the materials affected the coating and its barrier properties, since oil
penetrated through the folded area and the OGR was reduced in all the samples.
SEM images of the folded areas revealed that folding caused cracks in the methyl
nanocellulose coating which are seen in the Figure 7.19(a), but no defects were observed
in the methyl nanocellulose-MFC coating (Figure 7.19(b)). The surface nevertheless
seemed denser, and the lower OGR value indicated either nanoscale defects or that the
lower coating layers were weakened by the folding. The addition of MFC to the coating
composition seemed to increase the ability of the coating to resist or withstand the stresses
occurring during folding. Figure 7.19(c) shows spherical defects in methyl nanocelluloseEHEC coating due to the coating process. In addition, in the methyl nanocellulose-EHEC
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coating cracks were observed in the coating after drying indicating a more brittle coating
compared to the methyl nanocellulose-containing coatings.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.19: The effect of creasing and folding on five-times coated (a) methyl nanocellulose, (b)
methyl nanocellulose-MFC and (c) methyl nanocellulose-EHEC coatings, with an oil and grease
resistance of 50 min, 20 min and 1 min, respectively.
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8 Conclusions
In this study, the interaction and thermoresponsive properties of methyl nanocellulose,
hydrophobically modified EHEC and MFC have been investigated with rheological
measurements and their effects in the film formation has been evaluated. The barrier
properties of the methyl nanocellulose-based films and coatings with different
proportions of hydrophobically modified EHEC or MFC were investigated. Coatings
were made with non-foamed and foamed solutions on paper and paperboard substrates.
The barrier properties of the films and coatings were evaluated with oil and grease
resistance and oxygen transmission rate measurements.
The EHEC-methyl nanocellulose, EHEC-MFC and methyl nanocellulose-MFC solutions
showed interactions at certain compositions which was seen as changes in the initial
viscosity, gelation temperature or cloud point temperature. When cast films were
prepared, the pure EHEC and methyl nanocellulose films were transparent, but the
mixtures of the components gave less transparent films. In addition, the possible
interaction between the components was found to affect the oxygen transmission rate of
the cast films dried at room temperature. In the case of the EHEC-MFC and methyl
nanocellulose-MFC films, a certain composition influenced the stabilization of the air
bubbles in the cast films when the films were dried at elevated temperature, but the
bubbles did not weaken the barrier properties. In general, the oxygen barrier was affected
by the drying temperature and the composition of the films, showing significant
differences between the films containing native MFC, hydrophobically modified EHEC
or methyl nanocellulose.
The oil and grease resistance was over 24 hours for all the cast films, but the spreading
of the oil differed significantly between the samples. Similar spreading effect was found
on the coatings made with non-foamed and foamed solutions. Methyl nanocellulosecontaining films increased the oil repellence and EHEC-MFC films increased the
hydrophobicity of the surface. These results, together with the OTR results, suggest that
the interaction between the components in the aqueous phase has a stronger impact on the
OTR value than on the OGR value.
Different compositions were investigated in coating applications, showing that the
coating uniformity and thickness were found to have a great impact on the barrier results.
Methyl nanocellulose and methyl nanocellulose-MFC coatings could be utilized to create
a strong oil and grease barrier. The addition of MFC to the coating increases the thickness
and tortuosity, which have a positive effect on the oil and grease barrier, but it seemed
also to increase the material’s ability to withstand the stresses to which the material is
subjected in converting. The addition of hydrophobically modified EHEC to the coating
increases the spreading and absorption of oil, but it does not necessarily result in a
weakening of the grease barrier.
Foam can be utilized to create thin coatings in order to modify the surface. Foam
containing hydrophobically modified EHEC created a highly hydrophobic surface,
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whereas methyl nanocellulose was able to increase the oil repellence already at low coat
weights. It was also found that the stability of the foam and the foam-substrate interaction
have a great effect on the coating quality and that foam coating can also be utilized to
create an oil and grease barrier with methyl nanocellulose.
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